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EA Credit 1.3: Optimize Energy Performance
HVAC
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The project is using IP units.
The project is using SI units.
All Projects
This active sample form has been modified for offline access. Modified fields and instructions are indicated in purple. Sample forms are for reference only.
Select one of the following:
Option 1. Prescriptive path. The project team will document equipment efficiency and/or appropriate zoning and controls. (5-10 points)
Option 2. Performance path. The project team will document reduction of design energy cost by comparing it to the energy cost budget of regulated energy components as described in ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007. Projects outside the U.S. may use a USGBC-approved equivalent standard.  (5-10 points)
Option 1. Prescriptive Path
Select one or more of the following:
Equipment efficiency. The project space has installed HVAC systems which comply with the efficiency requirements outlined in the Advanced Buildings Core Performance Guide Sections 1.4, 2.9, and 3.10. (5 points)
Appropriate zoning and controls. All spaces meet appropriate zoning and controls requirements. (5 points)
Select one of the following:
Standard compliance path. All HVAC equipment installed as part of the scope of work satisfies the relevant Core Performance Guide requirements. Additionally, the scope of work includes either of the following: 
·   Air handlers with Variable Speed Controls complying with the requirements of the Core Performance Guide Section 3.10 and supply at least 60% of the total supply air volume used within the project space scope.
·   Mechanical equipment complying with the prescriptive efficiency requirements of the Core Performance Guide Section 2.9 that provides at least 60% of the cooling or heating capacity for the project space.
Alternative compliance path. The relevant criteria from the Core Performance Guide have been met for all HVAC systems serving the project space, whether or not the HVAC systems are installed as part of the tenant scope of work. 
Equipment Efficiency
Section 1.4: Mechanical System Design Criteria
Total project space load (heating)
Total project space load (cooling)
Total project space equipment capacity (heating)
Total project space equipment capacity (cooling)
Upload: Mechanical system design calculations
Provide a summary of mechanical system design calculations. Include the following calculations, as applicable to the project space, and maintain consistency with requirements from Criteria 1.4 of the Advanced Buildings Core Performance Guide:
·   Load calculations at design conditions 
o  System cooling and heating loads at design conditions
o Zone-by-zone load calculations at design conditions
o Fan-sizing calculations at design conditions
·   Critical path supply duct pressure loss calculations
·   Part-load condition calculations documenting that each system operates efficiently at part-load 
As applicable to the project space, each of the following calculations have been documented accurately and are consistent with Advanced Buildings Core Performance requirements.
·   Load calculations
·   Fan-sizing and zone-by-zone load calculations
·   Critical path supply duct pressure loss calculations
·   Part-load condition calculations
Criteria 2.9: Mechanical Equipment Efficiency
The mechanical equipment in the project space (package unitary equipment, gas unit heaters, package terminal air conditioners and  heat pumps, boilers, electric and absorption chillers, and other equipment) meets the efficiency requirements from section 2.9 of the Advanced Buildings Core Performance Guide.
Table: Variable speed control
Pump or Fan 
Type
Pump or Fan Location
System 
Served
 Motor Demand 
at 50% of 
Design Flow 
(kW)
Demand at 50% Flow as a Percentage of Design Wattage 1  
(%)
Design Motor Demand 
at 100% of 
Design Flow 
(kW) 
Notes:
1  The Core Performance Guide requires a fan motor demand of no more than 30% design wattage at 50% of design flow.
Appropriate Zoning and Controls
Every solar exposure has a separate control zone.
Interior spaces are separately zoned.
Upload: Mechanical schedules
Provide schedule(s) for any mechanical systems within project scope. (Optional)
For projects with private offices
Occupant sensor controls in each private office sense space occupancy and modulate the HVAC airflow and/or temperature setpoints when the space is detected as unoccupied. When multiple private office spaces are grouped in a single thermal zone, the HVAC airflow and/or temperature setpoints for the zone modulate when the occupant sensor controls indicate that all private office spaces within the zone are unoccupied. 
CO2 sensors in each private office sense space use and modulate the HVAC airflow and/or temperature setpoints in response to space use based on the worst-case space within each thermal zone.
There is no separate method for modulating the HVAC system in response to space demand. The system is capable of modulating air handling units and zone minimum supply volume below 0.30 cfm per sq ft (1.5 L/s per sq m) of supply volume for standard VAV terminals or single zone ventilation systems, or below 22.5% of the peak design flow rate for fan-powered VAV boxes.
Select all that apply:
For VAV systems serving private offices, the building control system includes static pressure reset controls.
All spaces using this method meet the minimum outdoor airflow requirements at the minimum airflow setting (as documented in IEQ Prerequisite 1 and in the equipment and controls documentation provided below).
For projects with specialty-use spaces (classrooms, conference rooms, break rooms, gymnasiums, etc.) 
There is no separate method for modulating the HVAC system in response to space demand. The system is capable of modulating air handling units and zone minimum supply volume below 0.30 cfm per sq ft (1.5 L/s per sq m) of supply volume for standard VAV terminals or single zone ventilation systems, or below 22.5% of the peak design flow rate for fan-powered VAV boxes.
CO2 sensors in each specialty use space sense space use and modulate the HVAC airflow and/or temperature setpoints in response to space use. 
Occupant sensor controls in each specialty use space sense space occupancy and modulate the HVAC airflow and/or temperature setpoints when the space is detected as unoccupied.
Select all that apply:
For VAV systems serving specialty-use spaces, the building control system includes static pressure reset controls. 
All spaces using this method meet the minimum outdoor airflow requirements at the minimum airflow setting (as documented in IEQ Prerequisite 1 and in the equipment and controls documentation provided below). 
Upload: Equipment and controls documentation
Provide plan(s), specification(s) and/or HVAC equipment schedule(s) that shows the equipment within the space and lists the type and function of controls.
Option 2. Performance Path
Upload: ASHRAE Interactive ECB report 
Provide the ASHRAE Interactive Energy Cost Budget (ECB) Compliance Report. 
Upload: Mechanical plans and drawings 
Provide mechanical plans and/or drawings.
Group projects may complete a single energy model that combines all project spaces.
Upload: Equipment and controls documentation
Provide plan(s), specification(s) and/or HVAC equipment schedule(s) that shows the equipment within the space and lists the type and function of controls.
Table: Design case
HVAC 
Energy Uses
Energy 
Type
Units
Energy 
Use 
Design 
Energy Cost 
($)
Space heating 
Space cooling
Fans and pumps
Totals 
Select one of the following:
Baseline model. The project uses the ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007 (or USGBC-approved equivalent) mandatory and prescriptive requirements in the project area and the existing conditions in the balance of the modeled building segment.
Alternative baseline model. The project is using the ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007 (or USGBC-approved equivalent) mandatory and prescriptive requirements in the project area and in the balance of the modeled building segment.
Table: Baseline case
HVAC 
Energy Uses
Energy 
Type
Units
Energy 
Use 
Baseline 
Energy Cost 
($)
Space heating 
Space cooling
Fans and pumps
Totals 
Project area 
Total segment area 
Percent reduction (%)
Must be at least 15% for 5 points, 30% for 10 points, and 33% for exemplary performance. 
Table: Alternate baseline case
HVAC
Energy Uses
Energy 
Type
Units
Energy 
Use 
Baseline
Energy Cost 
($)
Space heating 
Space cooling
Fans and pumps
Totals
Percent reduction (%) 
Must be at least 15% for 5 points, 30% for 10 points, and 33% for exemplary performance. 
Describe the assumptions and calculations made and methodology used in HVAC energy use calculations.
Upload: Summary reports
Provide the summary input and output reports from the simulation program used.
Special Circumstances
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. (Optional)
Upload: Special circumstances
Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
Summary
Date
Name
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